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Justice system investigated 
'but we're not telling' 
by??? 
An investigation into the 
Criminal Justice system has 
just been completed by a 
major Canadian television 
network, an informed source 
told the Other Press last 
week. 
"It's already to go and it 
will probably hit th~ air 
sometime this week,' ' the 
source said. 
Although details were still 
scanty at press time, it is 
believed that an in depth 
investigation into a five year 
old murder case by investi-
gating media reporters has 
revealed that "something 
smelled in the convictions of 
two men accused of mur-
der." 
The investigation, the 
source said, started out as a 
simple search for news. But 
during the course of the 
search ''other things'' came 
to light. 
It is believed that these 
''other things'' involve a 
series of evidence that un-
questionably proves the in-
nocence of the two accused 
men. The evidence is said to 
be known by police authori-
ties. 
A follow up phone call to 
the major television studios 
revealed only that something 
is planned, possibly for this 
week, but the exact date is 
not known. 
All that is known at this 
time is that it will be either 
on television or on radio. 
(It sounds like another 
good one for Criminology 
students-Ed .) 
Anti-student law 
A bill that will restrict 
part-time uni-
versity students from repre-
senting students on univer-
sity boards and senates, 
received final reading in the 
legislature Thursday, Sept-
ember 15. 
According to Douglas Col-
lege Student Council Presi-
dent Dave Johnston, Bill 91 
does not pertain to the 
student council. 
With the increasing tuition 
fee hikes and decreasing 
summer employment, many 
college and university stu-
dents are turning to part-
time education to help allev-
iate their financial situation. 
This mean that less students 
will have an opportunity to 
act in their governments, 
especia~ly students in a lower 
economtc status. 
According to Simon fraser 
University Vice-president, 
George Seward, it is the 
prerogative of the university 
senate to determine what a 
full time student is. A possi-
bility in the face of the new 
legislature could be to lower 
the full-time course load, for 
example, from 12 plus credit 
hours per semester to 9 plus 
credit hours per semester. 
Education Minister Pat 
McGeer wishes to limit poli-
tical activity to serious stu-
dents and added that there 
has been a long sad stream 
of casual students becoming 
highly involved in such uni-
versity activities. 
Simon Fraser Student 
Council directed their secre-
tary, Derek Webb to write a 
lett~r to McGeer expressing 
thetr concern at the new 
legislature, and asking him 
to reconsider his move. 
Saga continues 
Bnan]ones 
A Douglas College book-
store employee, and a stu-
dent appeared in court 
Thursday to face charges of 
the New Westminster book-
store theft. 
Shirley Olsen, 35, and 
Edward LaFavor, 19, ap-
peared before Judge J .K. 
Shaw Wednesday and were 
granted a request for a two 
week postpnement, to allow 
their respe~tive councils to 
prepare thetr cases. 
Shirley Olsen was charged 
with two counts of theft and 
one charge of public nuisan-
ce for the Sept. 7 theft of 
$15,000 from the New 
Westminster bookstore. 
Edward LaFavor was 
charged with two counts of 
theft and one count of pos-
session of stolen property. 
The case will resume Oct. 
6. 
Eager customers purchase edible goodies at the Surrey Fine Arts Bake Sale held Wednesday. 
Douglas student president 
blasts education minister 
by Keith Baldrey 
Dave Johnston, president 
of the Douglas College Stu-
dents Council, fired off an 
angry telegram Thursday to 
Education Minister Pat Mc-
Geer criticizing him over the 
new Colleges and Provincial 
Institutions Act. 
In the telegram, Johnston 
stated: ''By removing the 
college boards ... the act ef-
fectively ... removes the con-
cept of the community from 
the colleges." He also called 
the bill "garbage" and war-
ned that, as a result, tuition 
fees would probably be going 
up. 
Opposition to the ACT 
(Bill 82) shows no signs of 
weakening. 
The colleges and institutes 
legislation committee deci-
ded, in a meeting last week, 
to consider forming a pro-
vince-wide faculty union to 
form a united stand against 
the act. 
Wanda Tilley, a spokes-
woman for the committee, 
says that, ''People are an-
gry. I don't think the gov-
ernment understands the 
college systemAnd as far as 
we can see there is no 
philosophy behind the act. 
With a large union the 
government will have to 
listen to us." 
Tilley said the government 
thinks the college faculty 
groups in the province are 
too militant and it wants to 
gain control of them. 
"The government see's 
the community colleges' fa-
culties as being much more 
miEtant than those of the 
universities.'' she said. 
Tilley also said the gov-
ernment has been embarras-
sed by recent disputes with 
community college faculties, 
such as the dispute at North 
Island College in Port Alber-
ni which resulted in an unfair 
labor practice decision 
against the government. 
The intent of the colleges 
act is partly to avoid this kind 
of embarrassment in the 
future, she said. 
While Tilley is enthusia-
stic about fighting the bill, 
Gordon Gilgan is not. Gil-
gao, the Dou~las College 
Faculty Assoctation presi-
dent, called the bill "Devas-
tating." 
'T m not optimistic," he 
said. However, the Deputy 
Education Minister, Walter 
Hardwick, will tour all com-
munity colleges in October to 
discuss regulations of the 
new bill, he said. 
Gilgan is hopeful that 
some of these rq~ulations 
will be in the faculues' favor. 
Meanwhile in Ottawa, the 
International Labor Organiz-
ation (ILO) has announced 
that it will investigate the 
new act. 
Kalmen Kaplansky, direc-
tor of the ILO Canadian 
office, said that if the com-
mittee finds that the legis-
lation is not in keeping with 
ILO standards than "it may 
recommend certain amend-
ments to the legislation, 
certain changes. But it has 
only the power of recom-
mendation, no power of 
sanction, only moral pres-
sure, no physcial pressure.'' 
Marie Phelan, special as-
sistant to Federal Labor 
minister John Munron, says 
that if the ILO committee 
were to recommend changes 
to the legislation, "no pro-
vincial government would 
ignore a recommendation 
ruled on by the ILO. That's 
almost unthinkable." 
Unthinkable or not, it is 
doubtful any recommendat-
ion will change McGeer's 
thinking. He calls the act 
"the educational bill of the 
decade.'' 
McGeer does not believe 
that trade unions belong on 
campus. He thinks that most 
faculty members do not want 
to belong to a union. He just 
might be right. 
Nevertheless, the faculty 
members say the decision to 
unionize should be up to the 
faculty themselves and not 
up to the government. Any 
government interference 
threatens the autonomy and 
freedom of the college. 
EDITORIAL 
Students 
unemployed, 
government 
• 
unresponsive 
In spite offederal and provincial governments' schemes to 
create more summer jobs for students ,..B .C. 's student 
unemployment rate was one of the highest in the province this 
past summer. 
Recent figures from Statistics Canada show that among 
returning students the unemployment rate was almost double 
the rate of B.C.'s entire labour force. 
Non-returning students experienced a rate almost three 
times the provincial figures over the past four months. 
To make the situation worse, UIC is more difficult to get, a 
student attending school doesn't even qualify. Social Services 
has a policy of discouraging young, single people from 
applying for assistance. 
Student loans are more expensive with interest now being 
calculated from the time the loan is received. 
Of course, everything from books to room and board is mo~e 
expensive with inflation eating away at Canada's economy m 
spite of the An6-Inflation Board. 
But a province as rich as B.C. in human and natural 
resources should not have any problem using the hard-won 
knowledge and skills of its young people. 
The problem is not that there is nothing to do, a housing 
shortage still exists, public health and social services need 
revamping, and public transportation could certainly be 
improved. 
Our major problem is being saddled with a government 
whose primary aim is to save money at the expense of the 
welfare of its citizens. 
Universities and colleges could do more for their srudents by 
standing up to the government instead of accepting budgets 
which force tuition fees to increase, as B. C.'s universities did 
this year. 
Students will not be able to tolerate this siruation for very 
long. Even now, students at the Universite de Montreal have 
taken matters into their own hands by refusing to pay ruition 
fees until the increases are removed. B.C. students could do 
the same. 
Perhaps that kind of action is what is needed to wake up our 
governments to the fact that we do not intend to waste our 
education by collecting UIC or welfare. 
As Prime Minister R.B . Bennett said in 1935, speaking 
about the problems of the Depression, ''Canada on the dole is 
like a young, vigorous man in the poor house. The dole is the 
condemnation, final and complete, of our economic system. If 
we cannot abolish the dole, we should abolish the system." 
Now, in 1977, we may have to take his advice. 
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'DC Student' responds 
Dear Editor(s) 
I would like to submit 
this letter for publication 
in your next newspaper is-
sue. In this letter I will 
attempt to explain my ver-
sion of the events surround-
ing ' 1The D.C. Student'' and 
''The Other Press'' affair. 
First of all, I would like to 
clarify the issue pertaining to 
the direction given by the 
student council, which was 
mis-interpreted by your last 
editorial as a "mandate." 
In ] une of this year, Ray 
Harris (the former chairmar, 
of the Srudent Society) urged 
David ] ohnston (the now 
President of the Student 
Society) to secure a budget 
from ''The Other Press''. 
Harris felt that it was impor-
tant to have the newspaper 
solidly established so that i't 
could put on its first issue 
come registration in the tall. 
As it turned out, ] ohnston 
didn't receive a budget. He 
did explain though, that 
Terry Glavin had reassured 
him the newspaper would be 
ready with its first issue for 
registration. 
Throughout the summer, 
concerns regarding ''The 
Other Press'' commitment 
were aired by Harris. It was 
at the ] uly 8th council meet-
ing that Harris addressed his 
concerns with regards to the 
I -
contractual arrangements 
between "Youthstream" (an 
advertising organization) 
and "The Other Press". He 
was afraid the potential ,re-
venue from the deal would 
be lost if, there was no 
newspaper. 
Following this meeting, 
myself and another fellow 
student approached] ohn-
ston with an idea to research 
a ''working draft'' designed 
to outline what a student 
newspaper ought to be. This 
research was unqiuely di-
rected to all the elected 
representatives of the Sru-
dent Society as an orientat-
ion exercise. It was not a 
proposal for a srudent news-
paper! 
At the council meeting of 
August 8, this material was 
presented to the reps. Much 
time was spent discussing 
the various recommendat-
ions of the research. Follow-
ing the discussion, ] ohnston 
stated that the decision to 
fund the srudent newspaper 
woul~ be postponed till 
September 15th. It was at 
this time that an ad hoc 
committee was formed to 
publish an interim newspap-
er. 
This interim publication 
committee's sole responsi-
bility was to put out a 
newspaper until which time 
"The Other Press" submit-
ted a budget and constitut-
ion. It was through the 
forming of this committee, 
that I became actively invol-
ved with the idea of publish-
ing an interim srudent news-
paper. I should mention that 
the other members of this 
group were: Geoff Nash 
(chairman of the committee), 
Rob Rae, and Doug Coates. 
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Elections held for council 
but nobody came 
by Gord Isfeld 
The Douglas College Stu-
dent Society held elections 
last week for positions on the 
Student Council--but nobody 
ran. 
Well, at least no one from 
the Coquitlam and Richmond 
campuses. But don't hold 
your breath, all the other 
positions were awarded by 
acclamation (nobody else ran 
against them). 
"It looks like everybody 
left it up to everybody else'', 
complamed council president 
Dave ] ohnston . ''Without 
representatives from each 
cam1.ms it is relatively im-
possible to offer activities on 
these campuses.'' 
· ] ohnston said notices and 
posters were put up two 
weeks in advance of the 
elections for five campus 
representative positions - on 
both Coquitlam and Rich-
mond campuses-(since the 
elections, the position of 
Richmond campus chairper-
son has als.o become vacant), 
but no one responded . 
He said another election 
for these positions will be 
held in three weeks. An 
"open meeting" for Coquit-
lam and Rid1mond students 
will be organized for Wed-
nesday, Nov. 28, to discuss 
''campus involvement'', he 
said, with the hope of gath-
ering together potential can-
didates. 
haney New centre 
Successful -Andrews 
The new Maple Ridge 
Center, which Douglas Col-
lege opened last month, has 
exceeded all expectations 
according to Programme Di-
rector, Andy Andrews. 
Althou~h the Maple Ridge 
facility iS considered a 
'neighbourhood learning 
center' rather than a full-
fledged campus, Andrews 
feels that with more acade-
mic transfer courses Maple 
eoquitlam 
Ridge will continue to grow. · 
At last week's College 
Council meeting, members 
voted unanimously to en-
hance the operations at 
Maple Ridge by adding more 
credit and non-credit courses 
and services to express 
community needs. 
Andrews feels that the 
population of Maple Ridge 
Center will be at "twice the 
number by September '78." 
A questionnaire will be 
handed out to students at 
Douglas College who live in 
Maple Ridge, said Andrews; 
"We hope that Student 
Council will assist in polling 
the Maple Ridge students 
presently attending Coquit-
lam and New Westminster 
campuses. We hope to find 
out if they would attend 
Maple Ridge Center and 
what programs they would 
like." 
Clerical Careers 
A seminar on clerical ca-
reers, held on the Coquitlam 
campus last Friday drew 130 
students, and was deemed a 
success by the program or-
ganizer. 
Sheila Dennison, a coun-
sellor and education planner 
for Douglas College, said the 
seminar was organized to 
show the students that a 
clerical career offered the 
possibility for a rewarding 
future. 
The seminar featured 
guest speakers, Eileen Ste-
wart from the personnel 
division of the British Col-
umbia Institute of Techno-
logy, and Pat ] ohnson from 
the personnel division of BC 
Hydro. 
Students from the clerical 
classes at Centennial High 
School and Port Moody High 
School as well as those from 
the Douglas College clerical 
progtam attendeo the semi-
nar. · · · · 
Both · sp·eakers spoke ot 
their personal experiences in 
the profession and the op-
portunities for greater re-
sponsibility and financial 
gains (for the career mind-
ed). 
Pat ] ohnson said BC Hy-
dro starts their clerical staff 
of at $847 a month, with an 
increase in salary after one 
month. 
Those interested in work-
ing for the summer with BC 
Hydro sh~u~d apply as early 
as possible in January 1978, 
as lastJear over 1,200 people 
applie . 
Eileen Stewart, from BC-
IT, had much the same 
information about clerical 
careers at the institute. 
new ~estminster 
However she pointed out 
that BCIT does not offer a 
straight clerical program, 
but has other courses per-
taining to office functions. 
Dennison said Douglas 
College offers a clerical cer-
tificate program that requi-
res 6-8 months of classes, 
depending on the students 
progress. 
Anyone wishing informa-
tion pertaining to the clerical 
program should contact the 
education planner on their 
campus, or speak to any of 
the counsellors. 
Also those interested in 
careers in other fields should 
see the career resources 
center on their campus. 
The career resources cen-
ter has been a valuable asset 
to the Douglas College coun-
selling department for the 
past five years . 
Canada Games Pool opens 
Douglas College students 
have FREE access to the 
Canada Games Pool again 
this semester, courtesy of 
the Student Council. 
When the Canada Games 
Pool re-opens from it month-
long face-lift this Monday, 
Douglas College students 
will be able to flex their 
bodies for free, providing 
they produce their student 
card. 
Swimming will be free all 
day on any week day. 
The Canada Games Pool 
will re-open after a month of 
much needed renovation 
according to a New Wes~­
minster recreation depart-
ment co-ordinator. 
Some of the major renov-
ations include, remodeling 
~he changing room, rebuild-
mg. the saunas, painting the 
enure pool area, and acquir-
ing new accesories . 
The Canada Games Pool 
had budgeted the revamping 
at $80,000, but said they 
found a substantial crack in 
the bottom of the pool that 
increases the cost. 
Other changes in the pools 
forma't will include an in-
crease in adult admission to 
$1 from $.90. 
The pool will continue to 
· follow its policy of dividing 
the day into sections of early 
bird swim, noon swim, adult 
swim, and others . However 
this year there will be no 
reduction in admission un-
less a purchase of ten tickets 
or more are made. 
ELECTION RESULTS 
PRESIDENT Dave Johnston * 
VICE-PRESIDENT EXTERNAL 
Doug Coates * 
VICE-PRESEDENT INTERNAL 
Norm Greenfield · 
Treasurer Cindy Cridge ic 
NEW WESTMINSTER CHAIRPERSON· 
GaborHarompoly * 
REPRESENTATIVES 
Jaymay Mahon 
Dave Da.nyluk 
Phil Blander 
Edith Rietel 
One vacant 
SURREY CHAIRPERSON Lynn Warner 
Representatives 
Robert Tinkess Sue Anonson 
GeofNash 
*No change 
surrey 
Much ado 
about nothing 
According to Gerry Della 
Mattia, director of admiss-
ions at Douglas College, the 
current trends in high-school 
enrollment will not seriously 
affect community colleges in 
the Vancouver area. 
Although high school en-
rollment iS down slightly in 
B.C. he said, older people 
are returning to colleges in 
higher numbers. 
The figures for high school 
attendance in B.C. are based 
on a province wide average. 
Douglas College is compen-
sated by being in growth 
arc;as such as Surrey, Co-
qultlam, Langley, and Maple 
Ridge. 
opinion 
There are about 5,000 
students registered at Doug-
las College this fall, up about 
7 - 8 % from last falls total of 
4, 700, according to Ken Bat-
tersly, Assistant Director of 
admissions. 
Battersly was reluctant to 
give exact figures on regist-
ration, saying that they were 
not complete, and that they 
would be released to the 
press when they were pre-
sented to College Council on 
Oct. 6, 1977. 
The few figures that are 
available from the Vancouver 
School Board did not indicate 
any significant declines in 
enrollment for this year. 
Grading sham 
by Martin Coon 
In a previous article (Other 
Press, Sept. 19) I briefly 
discussed why I was opposed 
to ~he grading system. The 
article was written with a 
certain urgency because I 
felt grading needs to be 
exposed for what it is - an 
insult to one's intellectual 
integrity and a cheapening of 
one's creative efforts. 
In saying .!his I do nor: 
mean to give the impression 
that I am. against the testing 
?fa student's ability. Testing 
.is an excellent way of judg· 
i~g. a stu_dent's como~tency 
m a specific skill. It does not 
follow, however, that a stu-
dent should be graded. In a 
proper learning arrangement' 
how well a student is doing 
could be worked out between 
the instructor and student. In 
such a relationship grading 
would be superfluous __ 
For such relationships to 
occur, through which inst-
ructors could take off their 
academic masks and meet 
their students as human 
beings, a massive restruct-
uring of the college system 
yvould be necessary. Uudg-
ing by the atmosphere at 
Douglas any chances of such 
a happening are slim.) 
cont 'don Page 7 
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Beware the taxperson 
by Btl/ Cartier 
Things are getting tough-
er. Tuition fees are going up , 
summer jobs are getting 
scare, and loans are harder 
to secure. 
You can't do much "about 
these problems, but you can 
make s ure that, as a 
student, you are getting all 
the breaks you deserve . 
According to Revenue 
Canada, if you have an 
'income' you must pay in-
come tax. ' Income ' for a 
student includes 
iuu earneu rrom summer 
employment, scholarships 
and research grants. You 
also must pay income tax on 
U.I .C. premiums. 
Students are entitled to 
basic personal exemptions 
and deductions that apply to 
al 1 taxpayers, such as the 
standard medical deduct-
ion. You may also deduct 
tuition fees paid to a recog-
nized Canadian institution, 
as long as the fees are more 
than $25. Tuition fees paid to 
educational institutes out-
side of Canada may be 
deducted only if you were in 
full-time attendance in a 
degree course for not Je"ss 
than 13 weeks. 
Whereas you pay taxes on 
a calendar year, tuition fees 
are usually paid for an 
academic year. You may, if 
you desire, deduct tuition 
fees paid for · any 12 month 
period that begins in the 
calendar for w~ich you 
The receipt issued by most 
institutions usually shows 
the amount paid for the 
academic year rather than 
the calendar year, so if you 
decide to claim on a calendar 
year basis, you have to 
specify how much of the fee 
applied for the year for which 
you are making the claim. 
The remainder can be claim-
ed the following year. 
Tuition fees cannot be 
claimed by anyone but a 
student. On the other hand , 
students can claim for the 
tuiton even if their parents 
have faid for it. · 
Ful time students enrolled 
at a recognized institution 
may claim an education de-
duction of $50 per month. 
This applies only to each 
month that they attended the 
schpol full-time in the calen-
dar year for which they are 
claiming. 
If you have no taxable 
income or if the education 
deduction has the effect of 
reducing your taxable in-
come to zero you"r parent, 
spouse, or supporting relat-
ive may claim all or part of 
the deduction. 
Full-time students who 
have to relocate in order to 
get a summer job may claim 
for expenses incurred as a 
result of that move . This 
deduction is claimed against 
any income made at the new 
job. 
If you move from one 
institution to another you can 
claim any moving expenses-
but only against any award 
income , such as scholar-
ships, and research grants. 
(In the case of a non-repay-
able grant, the first $500 is 
exempt anyway.) 
The minimum distance of 
the move is 25 miles if you 
are to qualify for the exemp-
tion. The government mea-
sures this on a map using the 
''straight line method.'' 
You don't have to have a 
job before you move in order 
to make the claim. You can 
not, however, claim any ex-
penses that occurred while 
you were looking for the job. 
The allow~ble expenses 
include: 
--travelling costs, including 
meals and accomodation 
while on route . 
--transportation and. storage 
of your household effects. 
--costs of up to 15 days room 
and board while you look for 
a place to stay. 
Students who leave Can-
ada: to study are only entitled 
to deduct expenses against 
any scholarships or bursar-
ies, but not against income 
from summer emfloyment. 
For example, i a student 
moves to take employment, 
he. may deduct the costs of 
the move from the money he 
made at the new job. When 
.he returns to classes he can 
deduct the .expenses only 
from any awards income that 
he received. 
All deductions must be 
substantiated by receipts 
and don't try to fake it 
because, in the words of 
Revenue Canada; 
"Even agent '007' might 
feel a twinge of envy if he 
could see Taxations Special 
Investigations people on the 
trail of a tax evader. The tax 
evader often discovers, too 
late, that taxation is a jump 
ahead of him .. . " Beware! 
Tax rules force 
application drop 
WINNIPEG (CUP)--A new 
regulation forcing students 
to file recent income tax 
forms with student aid appli-
cation has been blamed by a 
student aid officer for a 17 
per cent drop in financial aid 
applications. 
At the University of Mani-
toba, the largest of the 
province's three universities, 
there were 28 per cent fewer 
aid applications . And, this is 
the second consecutive year 
applications have declined. 
Last year, 12 .4 per cent 
fewer students applied than 
in the previous year. 
A study conducted by 
Manitoba student aid offic-
ials last year indicated stu-
dents were wary of the loans 
portion of the aid scheme. 
Figures released elsewhere 
earlier this summer indicat-
ed the average Canadian 
student accrued more than 
$3,000 in loan debts by 
graduation. 
The study concluded that 
loans did not deter most from 
continuing as full-time stu-
dents, although 50 per cent 
of the students it surveyed 
who didn ' t return to school 
_gave finances as the reason. 
Manpower fails to meet local student needs 
day after thi"s commit-
tee was formed, ] ohnston 
"talked" with a few con-
cerned staff of ''The Other 
Press '' and told them they 
· would have funds made 
available to put out the first 
issue for re~istration. Upon 
hearing thts change of 
events, I resigned from the 
committee that very evening 
and left for two weeks vacat-
wn. 
It wasn't until the council 
meeting of September 7th 
that I read in the minutes of 
the previous meeting (the 
one missed because I was 
away), and I quote:: "D. 
] ohnston stated that The 
Other Press budget should 
go to public tender where all 
budgets for the Student 
Newspaper will be looked 
at.'' I conferred with ] ohn-
ston as to this being the 
case-he said "yes"; and that 
is where my problems star-
ted. 
Having seen the "bad" 
first issue of 1 'The O~her 
Press' produced for re~i­
stration and plus, being · 
formed that the second issue 
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was going to be two weeks 
late, I approached Ron Rea 
with the idea of organizing a 
meeting to put together an 
alternative newapaper pro-
posal. I drew up a budget 
and that Saturday night a 
small group of students met 
to form "The D.C. Student." 
That is my side of thr; story 
with regards to my initiating 
an alternative student news-
· paper. 
Now, I would like to briefly 
comment on your article 
entitled ''Other Press Ac-
cepted.'' There are a few 
things I feel should be ex-
plained in more detail. 
For example, the proposed 
newspaper concept I pre-
sented was to have the 
production end of it based on 
the Surrey campus; it was 
not, as the article mentioned, 
to focus "primarily on the 
Surrey campus.'' 
Next, the total expendi-
tures budgeted by ''The 
Other Press" was $11,000 
plus. The expenditures bud-
geted by "The D.C. Stu-
dent,'' for the same number 
of issues ( 12), was half that 
figure. Both budgets had 
similar estimates on possible 
revenue. 
Lastly, I would like to 
mention that the Student 
CounCil has not rejected . 
yet) "The'D.C. Student". In 
fact, they now have before 
them a new revised 
of $2,720. I would ima~ine 
that discussion will conttnue 
at this Wednesday's meeting 
as to whether or not to fund a 
second newspaper. 
At any rate, I am truly glad 
that ''The Other Press'' re-
ceived their funding, espe.-
cially after seeing the latest 
issue-it looks promising. 
VIVA LA OTRA PRENSA 
W. Burnham 
It's over 
DISCO SUCKS AGAIN 
Letter to the Editor: 
I thoroughly enjoyed the 
article on Disco Sucks or 
Why Beat a Dead Horse? in 
your September 12th issue . I 
felt that Myrtle captured my 
true. feelings about Disco , 
mUSIC. 
I really can ' t see how 
anyone could actually listen 
to that music(?) I agree thai 
they should be locked up. in 
a closet if they want to play 
it. 
The Californians might be 
going through a new phase 
but I personally hope it won't 
hit up here. 
As for D. C. Disco's remark 
about horrifying some indiv-
iduals, he/she would be 
surprised how many rock 
(anything-Disco not included 
of course) admirers there 
are. So D.C. hang on to your 
booties because-Here we 
Go!! Rock n 'Roll Still Lives!! 
R R Rock n' Roll 
BY Brian jones 
Canada Manpower placed 
less than half of the 48,000 
BC students who registered 
with them for jobs this 
summer. 
According to Young Cana-
da Works co-ordinator ] ohn 
Watson, a total of 48,109 
students registered with 
Manpower this summer, 
with20,263 being placed-an 
increase of five thousand 
pla~ements from last yea_r. 
Nationally he said, student 
unemployment for the month 
of August was 15.1 per cent, 
while unemployment for stu-
dents who attended school 
last year, but were not 
planning to return was 20.7 
per cent. 
A substantial number of 
the jobs found by manpower 
in BC were created by the 
Young Canada Works Pro-
gram. 
The Young Canada Works 
program has been operating 
this year on a budget of over 
$6. 5 million for the BC 
region, generating approxi-
mately 6,000 jobs. 
Watson said the amount of 
jobs created by the program 
may seem small in the light 
of the number of students 
looking for work during the 
summer, but we feel the 
program did have "signifi-
cant impact.'' 
Young Canada Works is 
one component of the Stu-
dent Summer Employment 
and Activities program 
(SSEAP) which is an organi-
zation of 14 government 
agencies that employ stu-
dents during the summer. 
This year the BC region of 
SSEAP received $9 million to 
create jobs in the BC area. 
Warson said they generated 
close to 6,000 jobs at the 
minimum wage level. 
Watson also said that pre-
sently the director of the 
student employment statis ~ 
tics was in Ottawa discussing 
the results of this years 
program. He said it would be 
tmpossible to give detailed 
information on the results of 
this years program, because 
the director of student em-
ployment statistics was in 
Ottawa, and had taken all the 
facts and figures with her. 
He said the purpose of the 
meeting was to discuss the 
results of this years program 
and to look for ways to 
improve it next year. 
Watson said more money 
could be spent on the pro-
gram, but that would not be 
discussed at this meeting. A 
decision on next years bud-
get will be made by the 
Federal cabinet in early win-
ter. 
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Students, youth suffer from unemployment 
OTTAWA (CUP)--A sum-
mer of record high youth 
unemployment and govern-
ment intransigence in job 
creation are going to make 
returning to school in the fall 
impossible for thousands of 
Canadian students . 
General unemployment 
has been climbing all sum-
mer , reaching a national 
level of more than eight per 
cent, accordins to the ] uly 
figures of Statistics Canada . 
Leaked government reports 
over the summer have indi-
cated that this figure is 
expected to increase through 
out 1978 and 1979. 
But the situation for youth 
is even more alarming. For 
the second consecutive 
summer, record numbers of 
youths have been without 
jobs. One hundred and fifty-
five thousand were unem-
ployed in ] une . 
Students graduating are 
finding it increasingly diffi-
cult to find adequate em-
ployment. A survey conduct-
ed at the University of Wat-
erloo in June, by the student 
newspaper, indicated that 
less than half the graduating 
class found full-time jobs 
related to their degree, and 
23 per cent found no work at 
·au. Statistics Canada resear-
cher Zoltz Zsigmond releas-
ed a report earlier in the 
summer indicating that the 
number of people entering 
the work force will be greater 
than the number of jobs 
available until1990. 
Underemployment-grad-
uates taking jobs which don ' t 
require the training they 
have acquired-is another in-
dication of the inability of the 
present economy to accom-
modate trained people. In 
1974, it was estimated that 
58 per cent of arts and 
science graduates were un-
deremployed. 
Women students are par-
ticularly affected by the high 
rate of unemployment. The 
National Union of Students 
has estimated that 27.7 per 
cent of women students 
would have been without 
work at all if all that had 
needed jobs had applied to 
work. M.any women did n0t 
register with manpower cen-
ters this summer. 
Student organizations in 
Canada have reacted to the 
situation, proclaiming em-
ployment as their number 
one priority in the coming 
year. Both NUS and the 
Ontario Federation of Stu-
dents have set out programs 
to fight unemployment , mo-
bilizing unemployed stu-
dents , carrying out research 
and working with the Canad-
ian Labour Congress and 
local labour councils. They 
also plan to press the gov-
ernment for job creation 
programs. 
The government has been 
slow responding to job creat-
ion demands . Nationally, 
little has been done beyond 
the establishment of the 
ominous Katimavik pro-
gram, which groups unem-
ployed youth at a dollar a day 
to perform community and 
military services . 
Newly dubbed Employ-
ment Minister Bud Cullen 
has yet to announce any 
major programs, although 
late in July Manitoba pre-
mier Ed Schreyer indicated 
that Trudeau had assured 
him that large scale job 
creation programs would be 
forthcoming . 
Provincial governments in 
the west have offered limited 
programs, which have been 
dismissed as being '' inade-
quate", " too little, too late" 
and as "discriminating 
against students.'' 
In Alberta, the Student 
Temporary Employment 
Plan this summer received 
less funding than it did rwo 
years ago. In B.C., a pro-
gram to encourage small 
businesses and firms to hire 
5,000 youths during the 
summer was over-subscri-
bed . In Manitoba students 
returning to school in the fall 
were ineligible for most jobs 
under emergency job creat-
ion programs implemented 
there. Of the 70,000 students 
looking for jobs here , only 
30 ,000 were expected to find 
even part-time employment, 
according to the provincial 
education minister . 
There is little doubt that 
sagging summer incomes 
and inflexible student aid 
policies are going to have an 
adverse affect on students' 
accessibility to university 
and college education in the 
fall. Student loan and bur-
sary pro~rams still insist on 
unrealistic summer earnings 
figures, while as many as 
one in five students are 
y.'ithout income as they go 
mto the new semester. 
Locally: summer earnings inadequate 
by Brian] ones 
Surveys conducted at the 
University of British Colum-
bia and Simon Fraser Uni-
versity this fall show that 
students returning to school 
did not make enough money 
over the summer to support 
themselves this semester. 
No employment survey 
was conducted at Douglas 
College. 
According to the UBC 
survey only six per cent of 
the students were unem-
ployed during the summer, 
with the average income 
being less than what the 
provincial government be-
lieves is required for one 
years attendance at a univ-
ersity. 
Andre Piquette, Douglas 
College's convener of the 
counselling center on the 
New Westminster Campus, 
said no statistics concerning 
the success of Douglas Col-
lege students in finding 
summer employment are 
kept. 
He also said that they 
would not be able to compile 
statistics about student 
placement unless the college 
decided to hire a full-time job 
placement officer. 
At present, the college 
only employs a job place-
ment clerk to find employ-
ment for students during the 
school year, but is not invol-
ved with placing students in 
summer jobs. 
In the UBC study it was 
disclosed that the average 
summer earnings for a fe-
male student was $1,800, 
with $1,200 being saved for 
the school year. While the 
average earned by a male 
student was $3,000, with him 
being able to save $1,900. 
The average earning dur-
ing the summer for SFU 
students was $2,330, with 
$70~ being saved for the 
commg year. 
The government has esti-
mated that it costs $3,200 to 
attend university for the 
year. 
Although Douglas Colle~e 
has no one officially In 
charge of a student summer 
employment program, pro-
fessors in the career pro-
grams have been active in 
placing their students In 
related fields of work 
through their own contacts, 
Piquette said. 
However, he said, "what 
we have is not Jood 
enough." We shoul have 
someone full-time to look 
after career program, and 
university transfer students, 
he said. 
He also said that those in 
charge of the college might 
be surprised by results of the 
study he plans to release in 
rwo weeks on the success of 
Douglas College career pro-
gram graduates at finding 
jobs in their fields. 
"I hope the study will 
provide a full-time place-
ment officer for graduating 
students," he said . . 
The study traces the suc-
cess of graduating students 
from career programs such 
as graphics, fashion design, 
interior decorator, and 
others, at finding jobs in 
their fields of study. 
The survey inLiudes all 
graduating classes back till 
1971. 
Calgary grad student fees jump 
CALGARY (CUP)--New in-
ternational graduate stu-
dents at the University of 
Calgary received an unex-
pected jolt this month in the 
form of a $300 differential 
fee . 
The increase was charged 
without any prior notice to 
the students. It was not 
mentioned in the Internat-
ional Graduates Guide, on 
the registration forms or in 
the graduate calendar sent to 
all graduate school appli-
cants . 
But it is unclear whether 
the lack of prior notification 
will affect the increase. 
Blair Redlin , student 
union vice-president (aca-
demic), said: "Since graduate 
students weren't told they 
had to pay this fee until after 
they had arrived in Calgary, 
it would seem to be within 
their rights to ask that it be 
waived for this. term.' ' ' 
''Graduate students on 
assistantship who are not 
permitted to work here are 
on very tight budgets. To ask 
them for $300 extra is un-
fair," Redlin said. 
But Graduate Students 
Association president Harry 
Hobb said the absence of 
notice in the graduate calen-
dar might be hard to contest 
because '' there is a stipulat-
ion in the university calendar 
which reserves the right to 
change fees without notice ." 
" I don' t know whether or 
not merely signing registra-
tion forms is legally bind-
ing," he added. 
But, according to Redlin, 
" the change without notice 
is a very weak argument. It 
could become ludicrous . The 
university could charge stu-
dents $10 ,000 without not-
Ice . 
By Sept. 13 , six or seven 
students had contacted the 
student union or sraduate 
association regardmg their 
fee problems . The student 
union and the graduate as-
sociation plan to contact a 
lawyer to find out whether 
the registration form the 
graduate students signed is 
binding . 
Student press expands, contracts 
OTTAWA (CUP)--Canada's student press organization , 
Canadian University Press, has expanded its services to 
members, although considerably less than its original pla,n 
called for. 
The controversial flan, adopted by the ~5-member 
co-operative at a specia national conference in March, called 
for establishment of four regional news bureaux in Vancouver, 
Winnipeg, Montreal and Halifax, and the hiring of a full-time 
business manager at the CUP national office in Ottawa. A 
budget, entailing a 70 per cent increase in membership fees, 
was passed to finance the plan. 
Johnson: Expansion to continue despite 
'teeth gnashing and hair tea~ing.' 
Problems with the budget arose during the summer months 
when it was discovered that serious errors had been made in 
the course of the budgeting procedure. ''People trusted with 
responsibilities did not live up to them,' .' said CUP president 
SusanJohnson in a Sept. 4 letter to member newspapers. An 
unexpected deficit of $14,000 was also recorded for the 
previous year. · 
The original expansion decision was amended in late August 
during the organization's annual summer staff meeting. The 
CUP executive, on advice from staff, decided to limit funding 
for bureaux in Vancouver and Montreal to telex time costs. 
Member newspapers in the rwo regions affected by the 
cutback have indicated they will seek alternative funding 
within the region . British Columbia papers plan to establish a 
half-time staffed bureau, while Quebec regional papers will 
stay with a volunteer operation until the next regional 
conference in October. 
The business manager post will be a half-time position 
during the academic year . 
The other major cutback involves salary benefits to staff 
members. Employees agreed to forego cost of living increases, 
a medical plan and a large portion of the allowance paid to 
staff in the field to defray living expenses. 
Other revenue sources were also included in the reduced 
budget, including revenue from national conference fund-rai-
sing of $8,000 and $2 ,000 through a subscription drive for the 
rwice-weekly CUP News Exchange. 
Johnson, in her Sept. 4 letter , predicted that many 
members' initial reaction would be one of "righteous anger," 
''teeth gnashing and hair tearing.'' 
The decision was one which no one Wfl,nted to have to make, 
said] ohnson, and it was inevitable that many members would 
find parts of the re-evaluation unpalatable. The decision 
finally adopted was one which looks toward the future of the 
organization, she added . 
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French immersion 'fantastic' 
I.Jy Mananne McKave 
Among all the talk of 
bilingualism in Canada to-
day , the Government has 
come through with ways of 
providing education in both 
areas of English and French . 
In reference to this, the 
Government has been sup-
porting summer immersiOn 
programs across Canada in 
various College and Univer-
sities. These programs are 
provided in the form of 
bursaries, which are obtain-
ed on a first-come first-serve 
basis. 
This past summer, Lori 
Anne Latka, a student of 
Douglas College , applied 
and received such a bursary 
to take the course in Sainte 
Foy, Quebec, at the Univer-
sity of Laval. 
''When I first heard ot the 
bursary," she explained, "I 
applied for it, but I never 
expected to receive one. I 
figured it wouldn't hurt to 
try; besides, I wanted to 
travel this summer, and to be 
able to do this and continue 
goin~. to school -seemed per-
fect . 
The bursary, including 
education costs, room and 
board on campus or with a 
family, food costs, also pro-
vided the student with six 
university credits, the equi-
valent of two single semester 
courses. · 
''I've been taking French 
for sometime in school. but 
l 
v 
E 
N 
I've never been able to ~eally 
use it or develop it outside 
the classroom. ' ' 
The six week course was 
held in the mornings, five 
days a week , leaving the 
students with the afternoons 
and evenings free. 
' 'There was no home-
work," she explained, "and 
the work we did was comple-
tely oral, with the use of 
tapes, records , and audio-
visual equipment. The only 
stipulation was that we cou-
ldn't speak a word of Eng-
lish ." 
The program was divided 
into three levels ; beginners, 
intermediate, and advanced, 
and each of these was further 
divided into clas~ ns. 
Lori, who took the second 
stage of the intermediate 
level, found that the small 
size of the class helped a 
great deal in terms of mdivi-
dual attention. 
"It didu t take long before 
we all became close friends, 
which made it a lot easier to 
make mistakes and not be 
embarrassed about it. ' ' 
Many social programs 
were organized during the 
six weeks. 
''There were discos held 
on Thursday and Friday 
nights, other dances during 
the week, French films, and 
Folkitheques, where the 
dancing was Quebecois 
style ." 
Organized groups , inclu-
ding sports, art, and music 
~ 
were available as a part ot on 
campus recreation . 
' 'There was so much time 
to go into town as well, and 
check out the movies and 
night clubs. Shopping was 
another popular way to 
spend time . 
The styles of clothing 
there are much ahead of 
ours, as they tend to follow 
the New York trend; tight 
jeans rolled up, straight leg 
pants ; styles that are just 
touching the West Coast." 
Although the bursary pro-
gram is held in areas across 
Canada, Lori expressed a 
strong preference to the 
Quebec atmosphere. 
'
1 Being 1n Que bee, we 
soon learnea that our Fren~h 
could be used everywhere we 
went. The people of Quebec 
are fantastic ; so friendly and 
' willing to understand our 
classroom French. So much 
more was learned, as we 
were constantly picking up 
everyday sayings and 
slangs .' ' 
During the six weeks, Lori 
remarked that she noticed a 
real definite change in cul-
ture. 
"People of Quebec live 
differently than we do in 
many ways; their attitudes 
and standards vary a lot from 
ours in Western Canada . 
They have their own music, 
food , and entertainment. It 
felt odd to suddenly be a part 
of all this. " 
Her instructor was a native 
Douglas College 
Varsity Cltristian 
l'ellowsltip 
This week-
The Middle Ages 
of Quebec, but has studied in 
France . 
"My teacher was an in-
' credible woman , '' she re-
marked. "She would often 
join us for dinner, and come 
out with us to movies, night 
clubs and picnics. 
She encouraged us to talk 
as much as possible to the 
people of the city; to try to 
carry on conversations and 
I.VtiUi''IU.} College student Lon· Anne Latka: ' 'I learned so m 
than just French. " 
p1ck up all we could out of 
the language.' ' 
Each institution offering 
the course has its own re-
quirements, which are basi-
cally that the person apply-
ing be a .student the prev1ous 
year, and has reached a 
certain age (usually either 16 
or 18). 
''I'm already making plans 
to go bac:k next summer.'' 
Lori affirmed, I 'but it is 
possible to stay with a 
French family rather than on 
campus, as I did , and I think 
I' II try this next time." 
''I learned so much more 
than just French," she con-
tinued . ''I learned about I'ly 
own country and met people 
from every part of it. It was 
something that I wish every-
one could experience. '' 
Why 
take 
French? 
byRon Rea 
Every once in a while you 
hear students complaining, 
''why do I have to take 
French ... what will that get 
me anyway?" 
Well , for one thing, as you 
already know, it will get you 
admission into a UBC arts 
program. 
~- <.. ~ 
But more important, per-
haps, more money in the job 
force. That is if you end up 
working for the Federal Gov-
ernment. 
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Tlw s im~)le de vout church in the Acts of the Apostles 
w,1s tragacally wrrupted by politica l power and 
m.1tcrialism . Dr. SchaeffL•r tract•s the subtle turning 
from the wnys of Cod to the ways of man. 
New West 
cam·pus 
every 
wednesday 
4 p.m. Rm. 105 
After a long series of 
meetings , reports a Public 
Service Alliance Newsletter , 
agreement was reached be-
tween the Treasury Board 
and the Staff Side, on biling-
ualism compensation. 
The agreement, the report 
goes on to say, is an $800 
annual bonus and applies to 
all public service employees 
who occupy positions desig-
nated as bilingual and who 
have been certified by the 
Public Service Comm1ssion 
as meeting the language 
proficiency requirements of 
the position. 
Certification is understood 
to mean, taking a written and 
oral exam . In French of 
course. 
Perhaps you Criminology 
students had better take 
another look at French as an 
elective . Unless, of course, 
money is of no importance to 
you. 
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Illiteracy partly 
university fault 
WINNIPEG (CUP)--Univer-
sities must shoulder part of 
the responsibility for the 
decline in student literacy, a 
Memorial University profes-
sor recently told the Canad-
ian Council of Teachers of 
English. 
Michael Woods, the co-
ordinator of a remedial Eng-
lish program at Memorial 
University of Newfoundland 
was speaking at the council's 
lOth annual conference held 
in Winnipeg in August . 
He said universities have 
failed by not providing 
proper remedial courses and 
by accepting illiterate essays 
· from students in many pro-
grams . 
Memorial has two remed-
ial English programs with 
about 250 students each. It is 
a non-credit course which 
gives rhe students 4 1/2 hours 
of instruction a week for nine 
weeks . 
Woods said rhere is an 
emphasis on writing and 
teachers try to meet with 
each student two or three 
rimes a semester. The clas-
ses are kept to 20 to 25 
students. 
The program was set up 
after 1967 statistics revealed 
that 60 per cent of students 
ar Memorial failed one to 
three courses and 30 per cent 
failed more than three . 
First-year students in 
English, sciences and 
mathematics courses are 
tested to determine the level 
of their writing ability. If 
they fail the test it is recom-
mended that they take the 
remedial program. 
The council is also asking 
the provincial ministers of 
education to support the 
establishment of a royal 
commission into Canadain 
education. 
According to the council's 
out-going president Lionel 
Wilson a commission is 
needed to determine long-
term policies and goals and 
improvement of standards. 
He said other areas he would 
like to see examined are the 
desirable level of literacy, 
the study of foreign lang-
ua~e~ , native educat~on, the 
trammg of the handicapped 
and programs in continuing 
and alternative education. 
The relationship between 
the federal and provincial 
governments in matters of 
education should also be 
considered, he said. 
Robin Mathews, a Carle-
ton University English pro-
fessor, said Canada's future 
has been threatened by the 
lack of emphasis given to 
Canadian literature in the 
school system. 
Mathews said the present 
crisis over national unity 
might have been avoided if 
English-speaking students of 
40 years ago had studied the 
works of French Canadian 
writers as well as English 
and American writers . 
Mathews said Canada has 
culturally surrendered to the 
United States . 
Why a placement test? 
by Guy Tannen 
If you wrote the English 
placement exam this year 
you may have wondered 
what the purpose of the rest 
was . The "Language B.C." 
study basically showed that 
students need more writing 
experience with teachers 
needing more time for mark-
ing student work. 
The British Columbia Tea-
chers Association (BCETA) 
asks when will we be provi-
ded with the time to do an 
adequate job of it? The 
public demands improved 
skills in reading ~nd writing. 
Why doesn't it demand that 
greater priority be given to 
English in the secondary 
curriculum. 
Question comes to mind; 
why do students need more 
writing experience? Shou-
ldn't students have learned 
to read and write at least by 
the time they have finished 
12 years of standard school-
ing? What is the purpose of 
our school system if it can 
not do its job properly? 
The BCET A has stated 
that 12.5 per cent of the 
school day is not sufficient 
time to enable certain stu-
dents to learn to read and 
write . 
Some administrators are 
giving English instruction 
additional time. 
BCET A president J oyanne 
Landers stated • 'I hope more 
will follow this pattern. And , 
at the same time, I hope that 
we will see an end to the 
assignment of non-English 
specialists to the English 
classroom. ·· 
BCETA also said that pre-
English teachers are now 
required to take an English 
Composition course at the 
University of Victoria . Cer-
tainly all English teachers 
should also be receiving 
training in both the theory 
and practice of developmen-
tal reading. Most have not . 
The problem of students 
inability to read and write 
properly will be with us for 
the next few years . But why 
has this problem arisen in 
the last few years. Brian 
Marrs , a Douglas College 
English instructor at New 
Westminster campus sum-
med it up simply by saying, 
'' Its basically a case of recent 
public awareness . The pro-
blem has always been 
there. " 
Out of the 1,415 students 
that took the exam at Doug-
las College, 14 per cent (193 
students) scored 30 out of a 
possible 80 points or under, 
indicating that they should 
enroll in the writing skills 
course. Scores from 31 to 40 
(37 per cent or 522 students) 
were recommended for the 
Expository writing courses . 
In the Literature classificat-
ion 49 per cent (700 students) 
obtained a score of 41 or 
better. These scores were in 
no way prerequisites fN 
taking the courses you want-
ed to, but were suggestions 
to the student, which in most 
cases were for the student's 
bent>+it. 
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by Ronald H. Rea . 
To the average citizen , the Criminal Court is a "mumble--
jumble'' of unintelligible verbage spewing from the mouths of 
ritualists clothed in medieval costumes . 
That is Canada's Criminal Court ; complete with its 
antiquated traditions and technical procedures . 
Yet the criminal courts , and espeCially the Supreme Court of 
Canada, are still regarded by the majority of citizens as the 
most rational, unbiased, and precise individual protection 
devices of any free society. The essentiality of the courts 
striving towards that ideal, goes without question. For without 
that final arbitrative power, an individual's right to life and 
liberty is lost. 
But for some time riow, the rationally thinking man has been 
frightfully aware of the injustices perpetrated on some 
individuals by that part of the Criminal Justice System. 
Why? Part of the answer lies in the systems stringent 
technicalities ; technicalities that may well be essential, but 
technicalities that may also keep an innocent man in prison. 
That bdng the case, t~ey ought to be re~ognized and changed. 
Case in point: taken in part from Con-Notes, a Federal 
Prison newspaper out of Matsqui Institution, Abbotsford; the 
facts of which this column assures are deadly accurate. 
Dennis and Marcel Neveu were convicted and imprisoned 
after being found guilty by a jury for the shooting death of one 
"Butcher" Bradshaw, on the 25th day of August, 1972 . 
The shooting took place in the Empire Hotel beer parlour, 
an east-end skid row hangout. 
Circumstantial evidence alone was not enough to link the 
Neveus to the shooting, but the testimony of one ''Joey'' 
Jackson , an east-end prostitute who had hired Bradshaw as a 
body guard, cemented the case against the Neveus. She 
identified both the Neveus as the triggermen. 
However, early this year she surprised the Neveu's newly 
hired defence attorney, Arthur E. Vertlieb, with a visit. She 
admitted to perjuring herself when identifying the Neveus. 
On the 20th day of June, 1977, lawyer Verdieb apJ?eared 
before the Supreme Court of Canada with the new ev1dence 
and points of law. 
The court refused to hear his application . The reason? They 
had filed their petition for a Supreme Court hearing-too late . A 
simple technicality. 
Their only recourse - appeal to the Minister of Justice. 
Almost a year has passed since ''Joey'' Jackson first 
admitted to perjury. The Neveus, placed in prison as a direct 
result of her testimony , are still in prison. 
One would think that regardless of the Supreme Court 
refusal, some part of the Justice System would certainly do 
some follow-up on the case. Nothin~ has been done . In fact, it 
is fairly safe to say that unless an mvestigation _is co!lducted 
from outside the system, the Neveus may be tn pnson for 
many more years. 
Perhaps there is more to the case . But to the average 
layman who might have sat in on that trial , lis~ened ~o the 
traditional " mumble-jumble" , observed the medieval ntuals, 
and attempted to understand the technical procedures-' 'Joey'' 
Jackson was the Crown's case. Without her there is no case . 
"Now then", the layman asks himself, "if those guys were 
me what would the Minister of Justice tell me??'' 
Probably, " sorry , you're too late." ' 
And that is tlx point! 
Grades continued 
What then is an•alternat-
ive to the present situation , 
which for some of us is 
intolerable? 
Paul Goodman has offered 
a practical proposal: .. . ' 'we 
ought to take the present 
university structure ... and 
just let it fall apart into its 
simple commumties of pro-
fessors , etc ., who know 
something and are interested 
in teaching it , and students, 
who want to find out some-
th!ng.'' 
Following this he would : . . . 
' ' drop all of the administrat-
ive superstructure entirely, 
admissions requirements 
and grading, etc., and re-
store all of these functions to 
the teacher-student relation-
ship.'' 
· This is such an obvious 
alternative that I can't un-
derstand why we don ' t trv it 
here at Douglas. If enough 
students refused to be grad-
ed, refused to accept the 
existing conditions and most 
importantly demanded that 
the instructors teach them 
what they wanted to be 
taught (this is Goodman ' s 
suggestion) enough energy 
would be generated that 
things would have to change. 
Everytimc; we allow the 
educational system to screw 
us, passively submitting to 
its brainwashing techniques , 
we relinquish our power to 
revolt against it. Our natural 
anarchis tic impulses get 
subverted , lost somewhere 
between registration forms 
and final examinations . 
David Cooper put it well in 
his r evolutiOnary master 
pieces, The Grammer of 
Living; 
''Destruction comes about 
when we submissively attri-
bute an unreal potency to the 
system. What we have to do 
then is to discover our power 
that their education has 
made us lose in and between 
·ourselves . '' 
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- ' Women's emergency shelter planned 
by Nina Westaway 
Forty women met at the 
YWCA in Vancouver, Sept-
ember 16-18, to discuss the 
operation of Transition Hou-
ses for battered and abused 
women . 
The participants repre-
sented paid workers andl 
volunteers from transition 
houses in Vernon, Prince 
George, Langley , Vancou-
ver, Kamloops and Victoria 
as well as representatives 
from planning committees 
for new shelters for women 
and children in crisis. Cori-
sande Percival-Smith repre-
sented the Emergency Shel-
ter Task Force for Richmond. 
Other shelters in the plan-
ning stages were in the 
Quesnel, North Vancouver 
and Port Coquitlam areas . 
The enormous problems of 
abused and battered women 
were highlighted by the test-
imony of several" immigrant · 
women. These women dis-
cussed how they had exper-
ienced horrendous difficul-
ties in transition-the cultural 
differences, lack of practical 
skills and language barriers 
contributed to the need for 
massive and long-term sup-
port and help . 
The Vancouver Transition 
House has an Affirmative 
Action plan to hire women 
from a variety of cultural 
backgrounds . Secondary 
housing is seen as a corollary 
to front-line ~id, especially 
where women have been 
doubly oppressed by lang-
uage and cultural back-
grounds . 
Working hours , shifts, 
conditions and benefits were 
discussed by the workers , as 
was volunteerism in day-to-
day operations . Some work-
ers felt that it was not 
practical to have volunteers 
assisting in the running of 
the houses . Others felt that 
volunteerism was not only 
essential in allowing the 
house to operate at all, but 
provided growth for the vo-
lunteers themselves . 
Primarily , transition hou-
ses arose out of the women's 
movement and some workers 
a_dvocate a ~eminis~ perspe_c-
tlve to assist residents w 
becoming independent , 
competent and able to cope . 
The workers were role mo-
dels for women coming to 
transition houses. Battered 
and abused women often had 
a poor view of a feminine role 
and were low in self-esteem. 
The participants felt it was 
vital to strengthen the com-
munication on a provincial 
level through an expanded 
subcommittee of the B .C. 
Federation of Women . 
Another trend discussed at 
the convention was that of 
counselling for male (abusive 
and battering) partners in a 
pilot project to be set up by 
family court officers and 
UBC's school of social work . 
The therapy group might 
start on a voluntary basis but 
extend to include referrals 
from Family Courts (therapy 
in lieu of jail sentences). In 
addition, the task force on 
Family Violence (under the 
auspices of the United Way) 
is thinking of preparing a 
multi-lingual pamphlet for 
wide-spread distribution . 
The Report on the Emer-
gency Shelter Task Force by 
Margo Jessup outlined the 
high incidence of violence 
and alcoholi sm associated 
with abuse in Richmond . The 
committee for a Richmond 
shelter has encountered 
many snags despite the evi-
dent need for such a shelter 
for women in dangerous 
family situations. A budget 
for rent , food , maintenance 
and staffing submitted to the 
Department of Human Re-
sources was too high for the 
available funding . 
Perhaps Richmond does 
not get enough money per 
capital for social services . In 
1975 , a total of $38,918 went 
for Social Welfare, Social 
Development and Commu-
nity Promotion combined, in 
the municipal budget. Of the 
total, $18,300 went to the 
Chamber of Commerce in the 
category of Community Pro-
Changing 
BY Donna Vaughan 
Rape has been traditionally regarded as a sex offence. 
However , this assumption , like the majority of our assumpt-
ions regarding rape is totally false . There is nothing sexual 
about rape except for the fact that it . usually culminates in an 
act of sexual intercourse . (Rapists , on occassion, insert an 
object such as a coke bottle or pool cue into the vagina, 
mstead) . 
The primary purpose of rape is not sexual gratification. 
Rapists are motivated instead by a desire to terrify , dominate, 
humiliate, and degrade their victims . It is a crime not of lust, 
but of violence and sadism. A rapist, in other words, is a 
sadistic bully who obtains ego gratification by committing 
violent acts upon wom<";n . 
Yet our society continues to regard rape as a sex crime. This 
is based partly upon the ancient view of women as a 
commodity whose only value lay in her sexual and 
reproductive abilities and partially on the traditional 
Eve-Pandora image of woman as source of all temptation and 
eviL 
As a result, rape laws were designed not for the protection 
of women's bodies and human dignity, but were instead 
formulated to protect the male property owner against 
violation of his ''property'', and to insure men against the 
mythical false accusation of a vengeful woman. This cherished 
concept forms part of the belief system of a lot of males and is 
responsible for our barbaric rape laws. 
These laws are predicated upon the spurious belief that 
female persons are natural liars and sex maniacs, with an 
incurable streak of vindictiveness , whose second biggest thrill 
in life is maliciously ruining some ''innocent'' man by falsely 
crying rape . Consequently , women receive virtually no 
protection or consideration under these laws and the majority 
of rapists are unhesitatingly acquitted . 
The main tactic of an attorney in a rape case is not the 
defense of his client but the discrediting of the victim. This 
takes the form of intimidation, humiliation , innuendos and 
carefully phrased slanderous state~ents . All these tactics are 
strictly legitimate under the law as a means of establishing 
''the character of the complainant' ' and the victim is forced to 
submit to this humiliation as though she were on trial for her 
morality or lifestyle . 
On the other hand, the rapists ' past, including previous rape 
convictions, is not considered valid criteria upon which to base 
a conviction. In other words, the law chooses to believe the 
word of a man who has everything to gain by lying over that of 
a woman who has a lot to lose merely by testifying in the first 
place. 
The reasons behind the perpetuation of our rape laws and 
the concommitant myths upon which they are based are 
manifold and mainly involve three ing-redients ; sexual power 
politics, male insensitivity to the fellmgs of women and the 
psychological mechanism of projection. 
Of the three major causes the political factor is the one most 
commonly overlooked . However , it is the most important and 
obvious reason . Rape , simply, is a powerful social mechanism 
for enforcing the subjugation of women and of maintaining 
and consolidating male power and dominance . Rape is the 
primary reason behind the oppression of women for as long 
as we live in fear of rape, we will be dependent upon men for 
"protection" and unable to attain the status of free and equal 
human beings . 
As a lot of benefits accrue to all men because some men 
rape, it is of paramount importance to the male power 
structure; i.e ., the law to keep the threat of rape hanging over 
women's heads in order to perpetuate in us an attitude of 
subservience and fear. 
If rape were eliminated, then women would be able to 
participate in the world's affairs with confidence , thereby 
seriously challenging and posing a severe threat to male power 
and dominance . 
It is obvious that the male power structure cannot afford to 
take that risk as that would entail giving up a lot of the power 
and privilege they now enjoy as a result of our subjection and 
lack of power. 
For that reason the many fallacious beliefs about women 
and rape qre kept alive and well in society in order to 
perpetuate the act and the climate of fear which it generates in 
motion . In that year, approx-
imately $2 went for every 
man, woman and child for 
the above purposes. More 
money went to community 
promotion ($26,393) than the 
other two categories com-
bined. 
In the 1976 budget of 
roughly $37 million, $56,000 
went to Social Welfare, Soc-
ial Development and Com-
munity Promotion (combin-
ed) . Of that money, · $21 ,000 
went to the Chamber of 
Commerce. No other organi-
zation got anywhere near 
that amount and many were 
· underbudgeted several thou-
sand dollars . It would be 
interesting to know where 
candidates for the upcoming 
municipal election stood on 
the question of going to bat 
for shelters for battered 
women. 
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women. The most revolting of these myths is the widespread 
notion that women enjoy being raped, that we can't wait to be 
forcibly invaded, rutted upon and discharged in by some 
macho rapist . This belief arises from an insensitivity on the 
part of many males towards women's feelings and on 
inability to understand female psychology and physiology. 
Because a fast forcible screw might be pleasantly gratifying to 
some ot them they blandly assume that women find it 
enjoyable too. 
Our obtuse male legislators also seem incapable of realizing 
that in the act of rape, physical force is not always ne_cessary ~o 
secure submission. Often the mere threat of vwlence IS 
enough to terrify a woman into submission as most of us have 
been brainwashed into believing that femininity equals 
helplessness and vulnerability. As a result, most ~omen, 
when faced with a violent, aggressive male, expenence a 
feeling of terror and compl~te helpl_essness. . . . 
The first thought, in fact, m the mmds of most victl~s IS the 
fear of death. The majority of women, when faced with rape 
are thoroughly convinced that they are going to die . However, 
this terror is completely ignored by the majority .o~ men, _who 
astonishingly enough regard rape as a rather tnvial affair or 
at least as no great threat to a woman's health. This attitude 
was expressed brutally and su~cinctly by o~e of the m_ale 
jurors who convicted Inez Garcia of murdenng her rapist. 
" That' s not self-defense . When you give a woman a screw 
you're not doing her any bodily harm." 
It would appear that self-defense taught early in life is the 
best means of preventing rape on an individual basis. Women 
must be taught to fight and fight effectively-as it has been 
proven that passive resistance is no guarantee of safety. 
Several of the Boston Strangler's victims submitted and 
wound up murdered and mutilated . While one woman fought 
back violently and lived to testify. · 
On a long range basis , however, the only solution to rape is 
a complete dissolution of our sex role stereotypes and our 
traditional concepts of masculinity and femininity . Fo~ as long 
as masculinity is associated with violence and aggressiOn , and 
femininity with passivity and vulnerability-society will 
continue to create rapists and rape victims. 
In a similar vein, the equally common rationale of "She 
asked for it' ' , is merely a convenient means of alleviating any 
guilt men may feel over the existence of rape. By projecting 
~he blame onto the victim, men can also avoid facing up to the 
ISSUe . 
This belief that women are responsible for their own rapes 
has been consistently invalidated by research and statistics. 
Although the study of victim precipitation is rather inexact and 
in the case of rape the parameters are especially vague, 
according to the National Commission on the Causes and 
Prevention ofViolence, an American .17 city survey discovered 
that of all victims of violence; rape victims showed the lowest 
degree of precipitant behaviour ( 4%). 
On the other hand 22 per cent of homicide victims had 
"asked for it." Surely no one would be so crass as to suggest 
that a murder committed under such circumstances is no crime 
at all! 
Similarly, it is extremely doubtful that leg-islation will ever 
be introduced to the effect that a robbery victim who handed 
over his wallet to a mugger had consented to the act and had 
therefore not been robbed. 
Rape, therefore, remains the only violent crime in which the 
victim must prove she resisted . However , women receive 
conflicting messages from the media and from the authorities . 
Women are trained from infancy to be timid, passive and 
' ' feminine ' ' which in most cases means accepting a ready 
made victim status and are indeed advised by the police and 
self-appointed "experts" like Frederich Storask to meekly 
submit to rape. Yet the first qu·estion usually asked is, "Did 
you fight? " . 
In most cases where a victim answers negatively her claim is 
viewed with extreme skepticism . Another result of course, of 
not fighting is lack of physical evidence in the form of bruises 
or torn clothing. In other words, in order to obtain a conviction 
a women must be "lucky" enough to have been severely 
injured or crippled ; a risk few sensible people of either sex 
would consider taking. 
~ ~~----------------------------------~----------------------------------------~ 
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Ghost Train off track 
! ;:;; Brian I ·."les 
Two quesuons bothered 
me after seeing Langara's 
Studio 58 production of the 
Ghost Train; should we ex-
pect more from live theatre , 
than we do from movies and 
TV? and why choose this 
play to produce? 
If the answer to the first 
question is yes , then the 
Ghost Train comes up notice 
-ably short. And the reason 
probably lies in the choice of 
this piece of material. 
The play is a 1923 comedy 
that strands six hollow peo-
ple together , for the evening, 
in a railway station with a 
ghost train . 
The play, on its own, is not 
particularly funny, but could 
_possibly be made to work 
with the likes of the Marx 
brothers. Langara students 
do not have a chance . 
When the greatest excite-
ment generated in the aud-
ience comes from a special 
effect, something has to be 
wrong. 
At times the audience 
does indeed laugh, and some 
times quite heartily and 
spontaneously, but not with 
· enough frequency to make 
the Ghost Train a successful 
comedy. 
music 
The characters are straight . 
out of the TV sit-com format; 
taking a personality trait and 
blowing 1t ou~ of proportion. 
Once agatn I think the 
fault lies with the material, 
in that it is the only way it 
could be played as it is 
probably the over-saturation 
of this type of humor on the 
tube that makes it so tiring. 
It is not 3: play, howeve:, 
were you wtll fall asleep m 
your seat. Many a patron 
was jolted up-right by a 
frightening scream or. .. (1 
tell you about the screams 
because at times they can be 
penetratin~) . 
The mam character, if it 
can be called that , is the 
Ghost Train. It puts in two 
appearances , and each of 
them are a memorable feat of 
technical effects and staging . 
It rumbles, screeches, 
thumbs, puffs smoke, and 
generally rattles the whole 
set. A convincing train to say 
the least. 
And , to round off the 
evening, there is a twist. 
You can catch the Ghost 
Train nightly, except Mon-
day, at 8 p .m. unul Oct. 9 
Tickets are $2.50 week 
nights and $3 Friday and 
Saturday. 
Donovan-No/Yes 
by G. S . Margach 
Donovan: To his retractors 
he was just a retread Bob 
Dylan squelched through an 
L.S.D capsule. To his more 
informed fans he was a 
peer-a peer chosen of mass 
self-identification for a lead-
er (the one standing at the 
front of the line who seemed 
to know what electric con-
sciousness was all about). To 
his fan-atics (who didn't 
know much of what electric 
bananas were all about) he 
was "the ultimate" Dylan 
plus acid - Wow!. To a 
superstar of any given de-
cade, a return to the follow-
ing one holds only two 
audiences: the kids who'll 
wait through him to get to 
the good stuff later on ; and 
the die-hard fanatics who say 
"he was the ultimate ." To 
the former he was okay and 
well received, to the latter he 
w3:s somewhat of a dissap-
pomtment. 
The fact that Donovan 
came on to the stage without 
a sea of flowers following 
him wasn't shocking, but 
what did shock was that he 
didn't even bring an acoustic 
guitar-it was electric . 
The new sound Donovan 
had adapted, followed pre-
dictably--it was a sound more 
reminiscent of others who 
occupied the darker corners 
of the era that was his 
heyday-the waves of short 
lived "punk" and "psyche-
delic'' bands that stormed 
out of a thousand garages 
and into total oblivion. 
Amidst the tunes incor-
porated into this uneasy tug 
of war between rocky te-
diums of steel catterwails-
and junkyard plop-drops on 
drums and torpor of predict-
able attacks of drum and 
guitar runs, were "Mellow 
Yellow", "Sunshine Super-
man", and "Hurdy Gurdy 
Man''. Most of the rest came 
from a new return-debut 
album simply titled ''Dono-
van'', which he says will be 
featured on his own tour of 
sm~ller halls this coming 
spnng. 
One impressive track of 
the new venture was Local 
Boy Chops Wood, which 
along with the old songs, 
made his end of the concert 
not only withstandable, but 
worthwhile . 
Yes: this power of positive 
thought holds five members-
Jon Anderson, Chris Squire, 
Steve Howe, Allan White 
and Rick Wakeman ; the 
audio and visual components 
cif a musical whole. Both of 
the components, along with 
the meaning and direction of 
the lyrics, bring in decent 
record sales for Yes . 
Yes must think positively 
as well, because they're · 
constantly faced with three 
very vocal groups .of antag-
onism; the rockers who hate 
progressive rock; the 
techno-rockers who hate Yes 
as a group (one word hack-
neyed here is "syrupy") and 
the anti-rockers whose brows 
(high to begin with) are 
raised with the idea of rock 
being presented as an artis-
tically sound . musical form-
(the word here is pretent-
ious). 
At about the same time 
Pink Floyd was first adding 
the word ugly to the vocabu-
lary of rock criticism and 
changing m-u-s-i-c into 
m-uz-a-k by breaking down 
the world of sound into a 
billion or so individual noises 
and wasting space in record 
grooves with all of them, Yes 
was doing their best at 
creating symbiotic co-exist-
ence between several differ-
ent enres of muszc . 
' J •• '• 
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Mats qui cast going through rehearsals for ''The Tower '' 
Inmate production powerful 
Rarely does the make be-
lieve and reality, the play 
and the player, meet and 
meld in an appropriate set-
tin~ with adequate compati-
billty. It happened , of all 
places, in a makeshift, cram-
ped quarters theatre behind 
the gun-guarded, wire-en-
~losure of Matsqui Institut-
IOn. 
The Institutional Theatre -
Productions Society, a drama 
group composed of peniten-
tiary inmates, unveiled Leon 
Pownall's version of Peter 
Weiss' "The Tower." Pow-
nall, an accomplished actor, 
teacher, director, script wri-
ter and all around theatrical 
athelete, performed a major 
miracle wtth the raw material 
at his disposal. 
The play was presented to 
the inmate body in the small 
institution chapel on the 15th 
of September and then re-
peated for the benefit of the 
public on the 16th and 17th. 
Additional showings are 
scheduled for the 24th ancl 
25th of September and the 
1st, 2nd, 8th and 9th of 
October. Information as to 
admission for the public can 
be obtained by contacting 
the Administration at Mats-
qut. 
Weiss' "Tower" is a pow-
erful, demanding off beat 
play that is studiously avoid-
ed by most drama compan-
ies . It is a play for the 
professional, not the ama-
teur. That Pownall was able 
to take an untrained group of 
amateurs and instil a cre-
dible degree of professional-
ism in their effort is a 
remarkable tribute to both 
his skills as a director and his 
aptitude to improvise. He is -
also entitled to a medal for 
bravery. He had to be a man 
of strong conviction and 
courage to believe that ''The 
Tower" was a natural for an 
inmate drama group, and 
that an instinctive response 
would more than conpensate 
for any lack of professional 
ability. 
Events, I think, have pro-
yen Pownall right, his decis-
Ion has been vindicated. The 
play ~as the right vehicle, in 
the nght place, at the right 
~ime with the right people 
mvolved. The "Tower", the 
metaphorical prison that 
confines all of mankind at 
one time or another , was a 
familiar arena to the inmate 
actors . They were instinct-
ively appreciative of the 
nuances of an individual ' s 
suffering in any struggle 
against overwhelming cir-
cums ranees. They did not 
require a director's interpre-
tation of the agonies of a man 
mocked by his peers. They 
required little instruction to 
understand and project the 
subtleties of expressed frus-
trations, yearnings and 
fears. 
The inmate actors were 
asked to portray an author's 
version of a reality . they live . 
It was not an impossible 
demand. The actors had 
merely to draw on their own 
wealth of experience, to re-
act as they had reacted in 
their ?Wn _lives. The play, of 
man 1mpnsoned by the rou-
tine of the life he is born into 
and his struggle to cope with 
the sometimes bewildering 
demands of that existence, 
was more a mirrored rerun of 
a known film, deja vu, than a 
script the actors had to 
respond to. 
Their response to the de-
mands of their roles was 
n::~run:it' resqonse that more· 
than compensates for their 
!ack of ~xperience and polish 
10 certam areas. As a result 
the audience does not notic~ 
the shortcomings, the lack of 
professionalism. The actors 
give the play a palpable, 
allJervadmg sense of reality 
an the audience caught in 
the projected emotion for-
gets to be critical. 
One gets the impression 
that the actors are not play 
actin~ the frustrations and 
agomes of captive man but 
are living it and expressing it 
as they feel it. As the play 
progresses that impression 
mtensifies and the play act-
ing becomes an absorbing 
revelation of reality: 
Under the discerning and 
sympathetic direction of 
Pownall, the individual in-
mate actors respond to the · 
demand of their roles with a 
surprising capability. 
Pablo, the key figure in the 
allegorical drama, is given a 
credible realism by the ver-
satile and talented Ron Sau-
ve. It is a role that wouid tax 
the talents of Lawrence Oli-
vier but the inmate acfor' s 
ready identification with the 
confused Pablo's inner tor-
ment more than compensat-
ed ~or any areas of short-
commg. 
The Manager, mankind 's 
eternal and ever-present 
mother, was another difficult 
role aptly handled by Wally 
Orlovitch . It is extremely 
difficult to portray a believe-
able mother hen in a wom-
anless society. The actor 
walks a weaving wire. Wally 
showed an ability to balance 
the requirements without 
sacrificing the essential ele-
ments of the character. 
Larry Pinkney, the Magi-
cian, reveals a remarkable 
potential as he shines in an 
emotional tour de force that 
has him sing (in a more than 
passable voice) and strut 
·about the stage in a deman-
ding display of ridicule and 
cajolery of the vulnerable 
Pablo. He made it a believ-
able performance . 
In the role of Carlo, ] on 
Pitman does a solo rehearsal 
of his act in the play under 
the watchful eye and caustic 
tongue of the unseen '' direc-
tor" of the tower. He man-
ages to create a pathetic 
picture of a mortal man, with 
all his limitations, called on 
to deliver a perfect perfor-
mance for a demanding dei-
ty, and he does it with an 
artful awkwardness that is 
. . 1mpress1ve. 
The Lion Tamer, played by 
Rick Wilson, is another try-
ing role. He is called on to 
provide an apt illustration of 
the sexual fantasies of an all 
male existence . He does a 
remarkable imitation of a 
dream world strip tease in a 
burlesque routine. His 
switch to a role of an 
aggressive male, a role of 
demanding contrast, was 
made without noticable ef-
fort and credible characteri-
zation . 
The Strong Man, Rob 
Kendrick, the Shadow Box-
er, Edward Wong, and the 
Illusionist, (Yukon) Sam Ka-
nasola all handled minor 
roles with a professional 
respect for the Importance of 
their contribution to the 
dominant theme of the play. 
Frequently in a play a 
minor character in the auth-
or's estimation turns out to 
cont'd. on page 10 
page 10 
oil the 
track ... 
b_y__ Myrtle Winchester 
OFF THE TRACK IS YOUR BIRD AN ADDICT? 
PART III: WHAT YOU CAN DO BY Myrtle Winchester 
As the final chapte·r in " Is your Bird an Addict? ", I will 
describe several tested and quite reliable methods of getting 
vour bird off dope. Use your own discretion in deciding which 
~ethod is best for your bird, keeping in mind his personality 
type and degree of addiction . 
THERAPY--Maybe your bird has turned to drugs because 
he was feeling unloved , unwanted , or insecure . Spend more 
time with him, talk to him, show him that you really do care 
about him . This method will be successful only in cases of very 
mild addiction or if you bird has a real desire to have nothing 
more to do with drugs . 
SUBSTITUTION- -Gradually cut down your bird ' s intake of 
marijauna or hashish . When you have his daily amount cut 
down substantially, substitute as much song food as he needs , 
and then , by slowly lessening the amount of song food, he will 
eventually have no more dependency on either drug. 
COLD TURKEY--This is the most drastic and controversial 
methods of all . Said by some to be cruel and sworn by others to 
be the only successful method-! personally recommend that it 
be used only in cases of severe addiction, where all other 
method~ have failed . Keep your bird in his cage, and away 
from any reminders of his old habit. Toke up only when you 
are away from home, avoid burning incense, and keep papers , 
pipes , clips , and other paraphanelia out of his sight. Allow him 
no song food or other exotic seed mixtures . 
Be prepared, though : he may become violent and go to any 
length to get high. After a period of two or three months, if he 
appears finally to be "straight" and has no more desire for 
dope, slowly allow him more freedom. However, watch closely 
for '' backsliding'' in the form of previously mentioned danger 
signs ; and at the slightest one begin treatment over again. 
Bird drug addiction, as with any other problem of our 
society, is more serious and widespread than you might 
believe. There are others who share your grief and heartache, 
and you can obtain a good deal of valuable information and 
moral support by talking with them . Check your local 
telephone directory for the "CCCC" (canaries on cannabis 
crisis center) or .tPA (addicted pets annonymous) in your area. 
Finally, do not become discouraged. If you have a bird, 
drugs are a problem, and, only YOU can help! 
MIDDLE EARTH NEWS 
J .R.R. Tolkien is a legend, as are his books. Over twenty 
years ago he created the magic world of ~he Middl<;: Earth and 
populated it with such characters as Bilbo Baggms, Frodo, 
Gandolf, and Gollum. . . . 
The ''Lord of the Rings'' epic is every. btt as spellbm?mg as 
"Alice in Wonderland" was the first ttme you read tt. And 
now Tolkien's last book, ''The Simarillion'', (which was edited 
by his son Christopher) , is on sale in this area . . 
"The Simarillion" is a history of the events preceedmg the 
saga of the Ring, and therefore it should ~e as enjoyable for 
someone who has never before read Tolkten as to someone 
who has read all his works. Also in this volume (which is 
selling for $11. 95) are several shorter ~~ories, includi';lg t?.e 
story which could be the first chapter of Lord of the Rmgs , 
~ 'Of the Rings of Power". . . 
Of further interest to Tolkien lovers, a mnety mmute 
Thanksgiving special, an animated version of "The Hobbit", 
will be shown on NBC TV. 
Incidentally, I would be honoured to do an in depth review of 
' 'The Simarillion'' but this is impossible as I am merely a poor 
student and canno~ afford a copy , at least until the paperback 
edition is published . If you feel incli~ed to donate a copy to 
me, I will be forever grateful, and so wtll your fellow students, 
who will also enjoy my review. 
Tower continued 
be a major figure in the 
theatrical production of the 
play. Such was the ca.se in 
the " Tower." The Cnpple, 
as played by Steve Smith, is 
an actor's dream. It is a role 
that can be '~milked" to the 
utmost and Steve exploits 
the opportunity. The Cripple 
is the traditional butt of all . 
abuse, the scape~oat for 
everyone's frustrations and 
·sufferings. His performance 
reveals a natural talent of 
characterization that the 
audience appreciated and 
applauded. 
Another strong role in the 
production was the Director, 
played by Bob Barber, the 
disembodied voice that add-
ed an Orwellian overtone to 
the proceedings. As the 
drama unfolded the dee9 l)as;; 
voice goaded, cajoled and 
disciplined the characters he 
commanded in the mythical 
world of the Tower. When 
the voice finally becomes a 
presence on stage it is a 
compelling presence that re-
gisters the Gods infuriated 
displeasure with the boibles 
of the mere mortals he must 
deal with. 
The play was an eloquent 
testimony to what can be 
produced by the inmate body 
with the proper help and 
instruction. It confirms the 
oft stated observation: there 
is untold talent and ability in 
a penitentiary; it requires 
only the proper showcase to 
display it. Leon Pownall has 
shown one avenue of exploi-
tation, and 1\e has done it 
convincingly. 
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McGeer protects pupils from pot 
by Keith Baldrey 
Education Minister Pat 
McGeer has threatened to 
change the Public Schools 
Act if the courts decide that 
school boards can't fire em-
ployees who plead guilty to 
drug charges . 
McGeer said, " the school 
population must be absolu-
tely protected from d~ugs ." 
McGeer was respondmg to 
recent events in Delta where 
a junior high schoQl counsel-
lor, John Vaselenak, was 
fired by the Delta School 
Board after pleading guilty 
to a .. charge of possession of 
man Juana. 
In court, Vaselenak was 
given a conditional discharge 
and was never convicted of 
any offence. Vaselenak ap-
pealed his firing, arguing 
that the Public Schools Act 
states that a teacher can be 
fired only after he is convict-
ed of a criminal offence 
A board of referees agreed 
with him and Vaselenak was 
re-instated . 
McGeer said that the 
school board will take the 
case to the B.C. Supreme 
Court. If the court rules in 
Vaselenak's favor , the law 
will be changed, McGeer 
said. 
''If adequate protection 
cannot be given to young-
sters in schools. as a result of 
a technicality, it is an obliga-
tion of this house (legislat-
ure) to ensure amendments 
are brought into protect 
them,'' Mcqeer said. 
Conservative leader Scott 
Wall ace noted that, until 
1972 all that was needed to 
dismiss a teacher was ''just 
cause" and asked McGeer if 
he was willing to reinstate 
that provision. 
"It would certainly be an 
intent of mine to introduce 
safeguards," answered Mc-
Geer. 
Students protest bus reduction 
VANCOUVER (CUP)--Stu-
dents from the University of 
British Columbia and the 
Langara cam,Pus of Vancou-
ver Commumty College plan 
to hold a rally Monday to 
protest reductions in Van-
couver bus service. 
The UBC Alma Mater 
Society and the transportat-
ion committe of the Langara 
Student Society called the 
rally yesterday morning to 
protest the elimination of 11 
late night bus runs in the 
UBC-Langara area. 
B.C. Hydro claims the 
reduction, which will take 
effect Oct. 31, will mean 
passengers will only have to 
walk, at the most, one half 
mile, when the bus runs 
end at 1 p.m. 
But the students claim that 
the reduction in service after 
1 p.m. will jeopardize the 
safety of late night passen-
Trustees: Aloha, no 
Burnaby School Board is 
protesting an advertisement 
which appeared in Vancou-
ver newspapers offering 
Hawaii vacations for stu-
dents during the school year. 
Board secretary treasurer 
Arthur Guttman stated that 
the board "cannot condone 
or tolerate any organization 
which urges school students 
to be absent from class on a 
regular school days.' ' 
The advertisement, placed 
by Hawaii Pre-Grad Corp ., 
offered special student rates 
for flights departing March 
. 27 and returning April 9th or 
lOth. 
''This would involve at 
least five or six days of 
absence from regular school 
classes" Guttman said Mon-
day. He said there was no 
way that they could allow a 
commercial interest to inter-
fere with student education. 
Last spring Burnaby 
School Board expressed its 
displeasure over the ticket 
sale practices of. B.C. Lions 
football club . The board at 
that time passed a motion 
barring the football club 
from distributing pre-season 
tickets through high sch 'Ol 
football clubs . The board 
stated that they did not want 
the B.C . Lions using the 
students efforts for the 
club's "own financial gain." 
gers, many of whom are 
students, returning from 
part-time jobs. 
The rally is scheduled for 
12 :30 p.m. Monday at the 
administration offices of 
B.C. Hydro ar 850 S.W. 
Marine in Vancouver. Stu-
dents who can't make it to 
the rally are asked to phone 
in their opposition to the 
administration offices at 324: 
0324 . 
Environment 
studies 
continue 
by Colleen Glynn 
The Institute of Environ-
mental Studies will continue 
to function even though Bar-
ry Leach is on leave. 
In a memo to The Other 
Press, George Wootton as-
sured Douglas College stu-
dents that the Institute will 
remain fully operational 
through the Community 
Consultant activities of Ron 
Tarves. 
During Barry's absence, 
Ron will be working out of th 
Engineering Science Divis-
ion, but will continue work-
ing as the Community Con-
sultant for the Institute. 
Noon Flicks 
This weeks noon time 
flicks will be Burden They 
Carry and Walking , both ~o 
be run Tuesday, Sept. 27 m 
room 704. 
Burden They Carry, a 28 · 
minute black and white film, 
concerning one of Sweden's 
best known, sex educators 
discussing sex with a class of 
liberated eight and nine year 
old boys and girls. The ftlm 
concludes with ·a poem reci-
ted by an elderly lady after 
returning from an exhibition 
of erotic art . 
Walking , the second film, 
is a 5 minute color short on 
an artists observations of the 
way people walk . The artist 
uses a combination of line 
drawings, color wash, and 
other techniques to show the 
uniqueness of a persons 
walk, all to the accompani-
ment of special sound. 
The noon time flick runs 
from noon to 1:30 p.m., 
bring your lunch and a 
friend. 
Library suffers withdraw! 
Every library faces the 
problem of retrieving over-
due materials. Apart from 
the large sums of money 
involved, deterioration in 
quality of service results . 
Our college faces material 
and labour costs incurred in 
replacement and the wrath of 
borrowers unable to obtain 
materials . Solutions are 
sought which are fair and 
which ensure that delinquent 
borrowers are held respon-
sible for overdue materials. 
It is Douglas College ,POl-
icy to withhold transcnpts 
and to prevent students from 
registering for classes if 
College mat~rials or fees are 
outstanding at the end of 
semester . If a patron is 
responsible for re,Placement 
of library matenals, the 
schedule of charges is: 
Print materials 
Catalogues hardcopy 
book $15 .00 
Catalogues paperback $6.50 
Uncatalogued paper-
back $3 .50 
Audio Visual 
materials 
Cassette tapes 
(masters) ........... $12.00 
Cassette tapes 
(general) . . .... . ..... $3.00 
Film Cartridges $30.00 
Film Loops .......... $30.00 
Films {8mm & 16mm) . varies 
Filmstrips ... .. .... . $10.00 
Phonodiscs (Records) . $12.00 
Reel Tapes (Masters) . $14.00 
Reel Tapes (General) .. $6.00 
Slides . ..... . ...... .. $4.00 
Videotapes . .. . . .. .. $30.00 
These charges reflect pur-
chase price plus clerical 
costs. 
This type of policy is 
- standard in most post secon-
dary educational institutions. 
We hope the rationale is 
understood by our borrow-
ers. 
.. 'I I.:, I ) 
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Keith Baldrey 
Now that the cold weather 
is upon them, it's back to 
pounding the turf and poun-
ding the beer for the Douglas 
College rugby teams. 
RUGBY 
Van Niekerk. Practices are at 
Queen's Park on Mondays 
and Wednesday's at 6 :30 
p .m. 
Over the weekend all three 
Douglas College rugby 
teams ran into a little diffi-
culty as each in turn were One of D.C.'s most popu-
lar and successful sports, 
rugby boasts almost 100 
players this year and has 
expectations for another big 
season. 
There are four teams, one 
of them being totally com-
prised of Douglas College 
students. This team is the 
"official" college rugby 
team and plays in the Totem 
Conference against other 
community colleges . 
The other three teams are 
called the ''Douglas Old 
Collegians'' and play in the 
Fraser Valley Conference in 
separate divisions. 
The teams are made up of 
D .C. grads and other play-
ers. Unlike student players , 
the Old Collegians must pay 
dues to the Douglas College 
Club, to which all players 
belong. 
According to coach Gert 
Van Niekerk, the empasis is 
on having a good time, 
rather than winning at all 
costs . 
"We try to get every 
player into the game ," Van 
Niekerk said. 
Winning is something they 
usually have no problem with 
though. All three Old Colle-
gian teams finished in the 
top three in their division last 
year . 
The teams also play in 
various tournaments in this 
Hard running and hard hitting was more than evident in last 
Saturday's rugby match between Pocomo and Douglas 
College. 
provmce and 10 the United 
States . 
In San Francisco last year, 
the club won the Golden 
Gate Tournament. They plan 
to return this year and 
possibly play in other tour-
naments in California. 
In Trail, the club achieves • 
more success and fame off 
the field than on the field . 
Although they did not win 
the tournament, the players 
did win the annual ' ' skit 
contest . '' 
While other teams spent 
weeks rehearsing their lines 
the Collegians simply walk-
ed, er , crawled off with first 
place . 
And at the tournament-
long party, one player-Benny 
Boon-set a possible world 
record. It seems Benny 
drank 24 beer while standing 
on his head. That's right, 24 
beer. On his head 
The club will return to 
Trail in two weeks , but as 
player George Boon says , 
"It's just a social tourna-
ment. We go mostly to have 
a good time ." 
The club is also planning 
an overseas trip , possibly to 
the British Isles or South 
Africa. The trip is tentatively 
scheduled for 1978 and the 
players will finance it them-
selves . 
New players and coaches 
are always welcome , says 
NOW! 
. defeated by a hard running 
Pocomo club. 
The first team lost by a 
15-4 score in a game in which 
both teams serums exhibited 
a hard hitting style of play. 
The only pomts scored by 
Douglas came from Mark 
Andrews late in the game as 
some slick passing sent him 
down the wing for the lone 
try . 
The s econd team didn ' t 
fair any better as they went 
down 17-3 , with their only 
points coming from the foot 
of Bennie Boon . 
The thi:d team was closer , 
(but no ogar folks) as they 
were beaten 8-6. The game 
could have gone either way , 
but Pocomo's two tries out-
distanced Douglas ' s two 
field goals . The field goals 
were kicked by Ken Hoff. 
LONESOME CHARLIE 
-----------------------1n------------------------
''THE 
MAGNIFICENT 
MAGNUM•• 
"AN ABSOLUTELY 
SPARKLING PERFORMANCE'' 
DON'T MISS IT. 
. 
" Campus Involvement 
Open Meeting 
Coquitlam Students 
Wed. Sept 28noon 
Rm29 
Richmond Students 
Fri Sept. 28 noon 
Rm408 
/ 
Natural Foods 
-Getting tired of that terrible coffee? 
. Getting lousy grades? Feeling depressed? 
Would you like to see better food in the cafeteria? 
We are trying to set up a 
NATURAL FOOD CO-OP 
to bring nutrition to the campuses 
Anyone interested 
contact Joan at 526-6277 
or leave a message at the 
Other Press 522-7917. 
Next Co-op meeting is Tues. ' 
Sept 27 at 126 Braid St., 
New Westminster, 
7:30p.m. ··" 
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